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School Uniform Shop!

2019

Following our fast fashion Picture News poster
which asked the big question, ‘Do we have more
clothes than we need?’ the children at Collierley
Primary School near Durham decided to find an
in-school solution. As headteacher Mrs
McDermid explains, “Because of the week
focused on Fast Fashion we have introduced a
preloved uniform store, which is very well used.
Families are encouraged to donate old uniform,
take ‘new’ and return it when they’ve grown out
of it. They can give a monstrous donation if they
wish, but there is no expectation for this - it helps
with buying more washing powder!”
Have you, or your school responded to any of our
weekly posters? If so, let us know using our
details below!
Pictured: The school uniform shop at Collierley Primary School.

French school enrols sheep as pupils

Pictured: Typical sheep.

Fifteen sheep have been enrolled at a French
primary school after parents feared that some
classes could close due to falling pupil numbers.
Parents, children and teachers watched on as a
local herder, Michel Girerd and his dog, escorted
the new pupils along to the school to be officially
signed up with their birth certificates. The sheep
who had names such as “Baa-bete” and “SauteMouton”, were added to the register.
"Now we won't have to close any classes," smiled
Gaelle Laval, one of the parents behind the
initiative.
Local mayor, Jean-Louis Maret, has helped the
campaign by officially recognised the schooling of
the sheep!

Moon lander concept unveiled
Amazon entrepreneur, Jeff Bezos, has unveiled a
mock-up of a new lunar lander spacecraft that
aims to take scientific instruments, satellites,
rovers and humans to the Moon by 2024.
The reusable Blue Moon vehicle will feature a
new rocket engine called BE-7 that can blast
4,535kg of thrust. The Blue Moon lunar lander
comes loaded with enough fuel to get from Earth
to the Moon, where it will land on the south pole.
There, ice deposits have been found in craters,
which can be broken down to produce hydrogen
to fuel up the spacecraft for further missions
across the solar system. "It's time to go back to
the Moon, this time to stay," said Mr Bezos.
Pictured: The Blue Moon being unveiled taken from Blue Origin’s Twitter page.
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The 18-Carat gold toilet you can use!
An 18-carat gold, fully operational toilet is to be
installed
at Blenheim Palace and members of the
Jan 21
public will be able to use it!
Blenheim Palace, home to the 12th Duke and
Duchess of Marlborough and birthplace of Sir
Winston Churchill, is holding an art exhibition by
famed Italian Conceptual artist Maurizio
Cattelan. The “America” as the golden toilet is
named, will be installed this autumn, and visitors
in need of a comfort break will be able to use it.
It has not been decided how long visitors will be
able to stay on the golden loo. "We'd like people
to enjoy their time in there without giving them
too much time, if that makes sense?" Mr
Spencer-Churchill, Founder of the Blenheim Art
Foundation said.
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Pictured: Maurizio Catalan’s “America” taken Guggenheim Museum’s
Twitter page.
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